Job offer

Senior Frontend Developer (m/f/d)
simple system offers a complete solution for indirect procurement. With our e-procurement platform, we
bundle a total assortment of eighty million articles from leading suppliers and thus simplify our customers'
procurement processes.
Over almost two decades, simple system has further developed this innovative tool in direct dialogue with its
customers and suppliers, so that it can now be integrated into any merchandise management or ERP system.
As a strategic partner, simple system also supports its customers in the digital transformation of their
purchasing department. Our customer portfolio comprises over 2,000 predominantly medium-sized
companies. We currently employ 30 people and generate an annual turnover of over 140 million euros. Our
mission is to become the most effective eProcurement platform for European medium-sized businesses.
To achieve this, we need your active support and are looking for you to join our development team in Munich
as a Frontend Developer at the earliest possible date.

What awaits you?
We are a large cross-departmental Scrum team of experts for backend, frontend, infrastructure and quality
management, developing both internal and customer web applications in Java and JavaScript technology.
In your role as a Frontend developer the following tasks await you:
» Development of JavaScript applications in modern JavaScript frameworks
» Maintenance and further development of legacy applications based on older JavaScript technologies
» As a competent partner in frontend matters, develop innovative ideas and solutions together with
product owners, stakeholders and backend developers

What do we expect from you?
» Successfully completed studies, preferably in a technical or scientific course of study or a comparable
qualification / professional experience
» Several years of sound professional experience in the implementation of complex JavaScript
applications (e.g. in React, AngularJS, ...) and cross-browser know-how
» Very good knowledge of HTML, CSS, JavaScript and at least one layout framework (bootstrap)
» Experience in jQuery, JS Unit Testing Frameworks and UI/UX design is an advantage
» An independent and solution-oriented working method
» A high level of motivation and perceptiveness as well as the ability to implement quickly
» Resilience, even under time pressure
» Team spirit, communication skills and cooperation with other departments
» Very good English and good German skills

simple system GmbH & Co. KG
Bodenseestraße 29, 81241 München
bewerbung@simplesystem.com

What do we offer you?
» A lot of creative freedom - because we want each of our employees to help shape the company and
advance it with their ideas and actions
» An individual training session, with which we ensure that you can fully develop your talent
» A collegial and committed team with a large say in the technologies used
» Daily free lunch
» German lessons in the office twice a week if required
» A family-friendly workplace with flexible working hours and a real work-life balance - even in the home
office if required

Are you looking forward to the challenge of designing new, innovative software solutions and further
developing our existing products towards modern architectures and web technologies?
We are looking forward to a creative team player who inspires us with a quick mind, a solution and customeroriented working style and a good portion of quality awareness.

Are you ready to take the next career step with us?
We take time for you and look forward to receiving your application documents, preferably by e-mail to
bewerbung@simplesystem.com .

